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· Comp._.ter store
. will move, expand
by Marjie Levy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

•

The UCF1 computer store is
momng to a building between
the Biology Building and Portable Classroom 1.
The new building will have
5040 square .feet, while. the
current store has 895 square
feet.
''We will be expanding our
marketing lines as well as
having more area tp display the
goods that are for sale," said
Joey Siuda, store manager.
"There will also be more room
for checkout counters."
· The computer store is·divided into two parts. One room

contains the hardware department and in a room across the
hall is the software ~epartment.
"It will definitely be better
for us and the customers to
have both departments in one .
location," said Chris Kodadek,
a programmer consultant at the
store.
The store offers· services and
equipment to students and faculty.
UCF buys its stock from
various companies at low prices . . The computer store is then
able to sell quality software and
hardware at low costs. The
store sells Apple, IBM, Zenith
. see TRAILER page 4

TAKE THAT! I

.

Tony Madea and David Mikulski of the UCF Martial Arts Club demonstrate a kicking technique
women can use on attackers. They m·ade the demonstration during Rape Awareness Week.

Expert: AIDS chemicals
found in other diseases

•

Researcher looks at models of other viruses to study AIDS _
staff of the National Institute of Health.
Parks said researchers are trying to find the
fundamentals of the disease. "One way we·study
People must be objective about AIDS, a re- a new disease ~s by finding models and comparsearcher said Friday.
ing the diseases," he said.
· He said a good mpdel for AIDS was congeniAccording tO Dr. Wade Parks, the symptoms
and chemicals of AIDS victims have been seen tal syphilis and the millions of dollars that go
jn victims of other diseases but
into r~searching a new disnot as persistently.
ease.
''This disease was presented
Th
d'
"Remember, syphilis
was fatal in the past," he said.
to us [physicians] like everyone - II ere's no IS~ase
else as a disease for homosexuthat's exclusively
"I see nothing in AIDS
als, but there's no disease that's
anybo.dy's.,,
that is unique to AIDS. Every
single aspect of AIDS-has been
exclusively anybody's," Parks
said. ''What we now realize is
dealt with in medicine before,"
that this is just another sexuParks said. 'There's nothing
·Dr. Wade Parks
new in principle, no new bioally transmitted disease, one
that's fatal."
.
AIDS researcher
logical paradigm."
The doctor spoke to about 50
He said many factors
people -in a seminar sponsored
confuse people about the way .
by the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi about · the disease is transmitted, especially in babies.
"AIDS and You." Parks is an internationally
·
known researcher on AIDS and serves on the
see AIDS page 4
by Vicki Paulus
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POLE CLIMBING
Abdul-Rizak and his friend hang a sign for the Muslim Student
Association at University and Gemini boulevards.

•

Former candidate fined, says SG usually lenient

•

by J.C. Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The Student Q{)vernment elections
commission fined a former student body
presidential candidate $40 for three violations of the election statutes.
The student, David Mann, must pay:
$5 for not including receipts with his ex-

pense statement, $15 for distributing materials without having them approved first
and $20 for failing to remove a sign from
in front of the Health and Physics Building by Feb. 25.
As of Tuesday, Mann had not paid.
Mann said the $5.fine for not including
receipts was "ridiculous."
'That's ridiculous because we obvious-

ly didn't get anywhere near the spending have always been able to distribute matelimit," he said ·
rials and then tell the commission where
Although the rule is in the statutes, they put them. The commission is followthe commission has never enforced it, ing the statutes, he said.
''It's just that since they've always al- .
Mann said.
In reference to the unapproved materi- lowed that kind ofleeway, I assumed they
als, Mann said he put out the signs because would do it again, which is of1course my
they were too big to t;ake to the SG offices. fault," Mann said. ''I should neyer assume
Mann said during elections, candidates anything when SG is involved."

.
WAYNE DENSCH, .INC.
SSl-7100 UCF REPRESENTATIVE •
RYAN FISH 380-0064
•
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Student gets attacked

•

Suspect said student had an affair with his wife

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

A UCF student was attacked Feb. 10
near the Biology Building.
The suspect was charged with aggravated assault and battery.
According to police,
the suspect accused
the victim of P.aving
an affair with his wife.
The victim walked
to his car, got in and
saw someone approach him, according
to police. The suspect
~ pulled the door open
before the victim could
close it, police said.
The victim told po. lice the suspect yelled,
"Do you remember
who I am?" According to police, the suspect kicked the victim in the shoulder,
pulled him out of the car and repeatedly punched him in the face and head.
The suspect then dragged the victim
to the loading dock of .the Biology
Building, police said. Then, police said7

p~:evi~~~~at~~~~~ MEET YOUR SENATORS

Jam Fergu11on/Cl:.NTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ments refer to his in- · Craig and Jay, Pi Sigma Epsilon members, are doing a survey in conjuction with
volvement with the Student Government to find out how SG can better serve students.
suspect's wife .
According to police,
the suspect started
choking the victim, while continuing to
threaten him. He then tried , to rip a
chunk of hair from the victim's head.
The victim did not resist attack and
told police he thought this added to the
That day, about 1,700 students will
. by Melissa Stoker
participate in these competitions: peom•
see POLICE page 4 COPY EDITOR
recitals, impromptu speeches, plays,. Students from more than 30 schools songs and dances.
.

Let the festivi~ies .b egin-language fair comes to U.C F

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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..

•

the suspect -threw the victim against
the concrete wall and the aluminum
roll-up door several times.
The victim told police he was semiconscious and does not remember everything the suspect was telling him.
But he said he does remember the
suspect
saying,
"You've screwed up
my life." The suspect
also asked the victim
what he would do if
he [the victjm] was·in
his [the suspect] position.

•

·

·

speak.

. see FESTIVAL page 5
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•FOREIGN FESTIVAL
UCFs annual district foreign
language festival featuring
competition, music, song, dance
and art is being held from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. March 15 and 16
• . in the gym.
The-festival will feature:
• Cultural and art exhibits.
• Music, song arid dance.
•
• · Sale of international
knickknacks.
• Presentations by .cultural
groups
.
•
• Competitive foreign language events in nine languages.
•Scavenger hunts.
•
• Ethnic foods.

versity Distinguished Researcher of the Year are due to
the Division of Sponsored Research by March 25.
Application and nomination
forms are available from DSR,
college dean and institute director's offices and from University Research Council
members .
This year, a $1,500 will be
rewarded, as well as a $5,000
research award;
·

series "Fathers and Families" announces the availability of a •MISSILES ON l·DRIVE?
with D~. Art Cross. The series new first aid course geared for
Ready-to-fire missiles were
is sponsored by the Parent Re- parents and care givers. The · stored on International Drive.
source Center. Classes begin course, Infant and Child First Meet the reporters r~sponsible
Friday. The class is from 11 :30 Aid, is eight hours long and for reporting the story. They will
a.rn. to 1 p.m. at the Center, 42 · teaches rescue breathing and speak at 11 a.m. March 21 in
E. Jackson St., Orlando. This cures for choking, bums, frac- Room 205 of the .Fine Arts
$25 program will highlight tures and bleeding.
Building.
The course is from 8 a.m. to
Learn how the reporters,
men's issues and challenges in
parenting. To register, call 425- 5 p.m. Monday and will be giv- Chris Quinn and Jim Leusner
3663.
en again on March 28. Both of the Orlando Sentinel, staked
courses are at 5 N. Bumby Ave. out next to a garbage bin hopRegistration is .limited on a ing to spot and photograph mis•SHAKESPEARE TALK
The Orlando Shakespeare first-come, first-served, prepaid sile trucks.
•DIRECTOR AWARDED
Together, with Michael
Festival is sponsoring a discus- basis. The fee is $25.
The Canaveral Council of sion at 8 p.m March 14 at the.
For more information or to Bales, the reporters put togethTechnical Societies and the In- Orlando Sentinel Conference register, call 894-4141.
er a four-part series of special
dian River Chapter of the Flor- Center. The topic is "Daggers
reports called "~issiles m
ida Engineering _Society have of the Mind: Man's Genius For ·• QUALITY SEMINAR
Boomtown."
selected David L. Block as En- Evil."
The reporters found that 85
•SPRING BREAK INFO
Orlando Section 1509 of the
The Party Smart national _gineer of the Year. Block is diAmerican Society for Quality buildings were used to store
alcohol education project of rector of the Florida Solar En- • POETRY CONTEST
Control is co-sponsoring the missiles. None of the buildings
Beer Drinkers of America is the ergy Center at Cape Canaveral, International Publications is 1991 . GovernmentJindustry had sprinkler systems. A fire
official theme at' the nation's the state's energy research in- sponsoring a national college Forum titled "Total Quality could have ignited the missiles
• two most popular spring break stitute.
poetry contest. It is open to all Management - The Rewards" and put millions of tourists and
Block received the award college and university students Friday at the Orlando Twin resfrlents in danger.
destinations - Daytona Beach
and South Padre Island, Texas. from CCTS and the engineering desiring to have their poetry Towers Hotel.
Also, hundr~ds of rocket moParty
Smart
was
adopted
as
at
their
society
chapter
Feb.
23
tors
stored a quarter mile
anthologized~ Cash prizes will
Those
interested
should
call
• the official spring break theme jointly sponsored banquet. be awarded. The deadline is professor· Peter Winter in the fromwere
Denny's, Red Lobster and
in Daytona by the Daytona Block was cited for his profes- March 31. For contest rules, Management Department at McDonald's oh South InternaBeach Spring Break Festival sional efforts to better society send a stamped envelope to In- ext. 2916.
tional Drive. Rocket experts said
• Task Force for the second year. and the environment through ternational Publications, PO
a fire would have ignited rocket
The city, along with South Pa- the development of rational Box 44044-L, Los Angeles, Ca- • HOST FAMILIES
motors and sent them skipping
.
dre Island, endorses the pro- systems for energy production lif. 90044.
With barriers coming down across the land for miles throw• gram to encourage respc:msibil- and use.
around the world, students ing off 5,000-degree flames.
ity among visiting students.
•RUSSIAN MUSIC
from Yugoslavia, Hong Kong,
The Society of Professional
Students in both cities will • ISRAELI FOLK DANCE
Russian music will be fea- Spain, Japan., Germany, the Journalists is sponsoring the
The Jewish Community ture.cl at a concert Tuesday at Soviet Union and other coun- event. All new members are
have the opportunity to partic• ipate in the Sand Classic sand Center of Central Florida an- the First Unitarian Church. tries would like to spend a welco;me. Cal' 823-2865.
sculpting contest, made famous nounces its Fourth Annual Is- Two Soviet and two American high school year with an
by MTV VJ Kevin Seal. The raeli Folk Dance Workshop entertainers will play music American family.
• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
• event was considered one of the March 16 and 17. The guest together.
The International Education
The Volunteer Center of
best spring break events in teacher is Bentzi Tiram, master..
The presentation is jointly Forum, a non-profit high school Central Florida needs volunteers
folk dance teacher and chore- sponsored by the Soviet-Amer- exchange organization, is· seek- for the following projects:
Daytona last year.
Celebrity judges will include · ographer.
•Apopka Community
ican Friendship Society and the ing families in the Orlando and
Advance reservations are church. The music starts at Orange County areas to take scho~ls: need people to tut1.. r
• Miss Hawaiian Tropic Pageant
finalists, and quarterback Jim $30 for the seminar; the cost is 7:30 p.m. The church is at 1815 in foreign high school students adults in reading and math.
· •American Cancer Sociei
Kelly and Clint Eastwood are $35 at the door. For reserva- E. Robinson St. Admission is for the 1991-92 year.
Volunteers
are needed for t!
tions
or
information,
call
645• scheduled to participate in
For more information, call:
free, but donations will be ac5933.
cepted to help cover costs.
Faith Arthur at 857-6505, Jail-N-Bail in April.
Daytona.
•Centerfor Drug Free Liyj
Suzen Hillebrandt at 327needs
helpwith numero
•CLASS FOR FATHERS
3737, Donald Maloney at 277•ATTN: RESEARCHERS
• FIRST AID COURSE
projects.
Call 896 -0945
•
Bring
your
own
lunch
and
The Central Florida Chap- 3439 or Carmina Rohm at
Please be reminded that all
volunteer.
application files for the Uni- participate in the four-w~ek ter of the American Red Cross 657-4356.

.
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STORY
FROM PAGE 1
Parks said the ways a moth. er can give her child the disease
range from transmitting it
during the birth process to
transmitting it during breast
feeding.

"The critical thing about
sexually transmitted diseases
is that they're persistent and_
stay around for a long time," .
Parks said.
While answering questions,
he said he felt the cure for AIDS
would occur in the near future
just like other sexually transmitted diseases.

TRAILER

computer materials and stu.
dent assistance also are proFROM PAGE 1
vided.
The store will probably
and Clone computers, as
' well as various types of move on a weekend to avoid
software. ·Service for the inconvenience to customers.

•

~--1
GRADUATING SENIORS:
Now it's time for a career.
Prepare_to work in law as a

COME IN, MIDqt.E EAST ·

PARALEGAL

.

Mitch Winkle tunes in-to the Middle East on a radio. He is the vice president of the UCF A~ateur
Radio Club. The club has sent messages to the Middle East for students by radio. .
When he came back, his bag
POLICE
was gone.
FROM PAGE3
Also, Sherri McTlamery's
book bag was stolen Feb. 20.
suspect's anger.
According to police, McTThe suspect again punched larneiy set her books down in the _
and pushed the victim~
Wild Pizza and then went to get
The victim told police the lunch.
suspect said, "If I see you again
When she returned, the bag
anywhere, you'll get it worse, had been taken.
"I'm a man of my word" and "I
• Car vandalism is running
know where you live."
rampant.
In other police news:
A UCF student saw someone
• Two UCF students had · trying to break into her car
their book bags stolen from the with a slim jim at 12:45 p.m.
Wild Pizza.
Feb. 28, in a parking lot near
Mathhew Jepb had his bag the Administration Building.
taken at ~ut 7:30 p.m. Feb. 24.
Police said she walked up to
He told police he set his bag her car, saw the suspect and
down on one of the couches and asked him what he was doing.
went to get a pizza. ·
Apparently, ·the suspect

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
MIAMI - l''ORT LAUDERDALE

looked at her arid ran. The victim went into the library and
rettirned 20 minutes later.
The victim told police that
when she returned to her car,
she found a note saying, "I'll
get in next time;. and when I
do, you'll be sorry."
Another UCF student told
police someone broke into his
car between Feb. 27 and 28.
According to police, someone
broke into the car through the
behind the driver's seat."
The victim's stereo system
was stolen.
Also, two more UCF parking
decal stickers were stolen, Feb.
12 and Feb. 25. Several were
stolen a few weeks ago.

Ii

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

TAN·FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
'W'Jf'E/l('E. <J.'1{'£, W{.

.

'WJ.IX S:Jfl'J{'ES!.

VISITS
.......-.._ FOR $29.95!!
IO

SIGN UP A FRIEND AND
......... GET:z ·VJSJ~SFREEt
_..,.....

REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLONIA Dil. 282-6842

IH~~$1\$.1;~J.q¥q~~:::r~tiiti(4.::~J.P:: ~¥1tl:~g

r

MON-FRI 830 AM· 9 PM

S~T 9-6PM

UCF TEAM DENTIST
r-=:==-=~~

-~~~

{

c~·~~

Our UCF
Good Knight Offer!

$1 o Che_
ck-up includes:
• Initial Exam• 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid _UCF l.D. Only
_ Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only

.

2·a2-2101
"
J:

1

;i
• •

1
~ .... ~

j

• College degree or employee sponsorship
required
• 4 month day I 8 month evening programs
• Employment assistance
• Faculty of practicing attorneys
• Oasses in Miami or Ft. Lauderdale
• Student loans for qualified students

*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
ORBEREIMBURSEDFORPAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DlsyoUNTED FEE, GR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

.

11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

•

•

Meet with our representative
Wednesday,

~arch

20, 8:30 - 4pm

Contact College Placement Office for an appoint~ent.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

The National Center for Paralegal Training
1460 Brickell Ave., Suite 200, Miami, FL ~3131
(305) 377-1460 I (800) 535-5093 .
Name
Address
City - - - - - - - : - - College
Phone: (day)
Best time to call is:

I

State _ _ Zip _
Yr. Grad _ _ __
(eve)
AM., or _ _ P.M

•

•

Peace Corps
representatives
are here ...
Tuesd(Jy, March
19
.
at OcF·
.

INFORMATION TAB~E

.I

•

9:00A.M. - .2:00 P.M.

•

•

•

•
•

Breezeway/Campus ~ook St~re

VIDEO PRESENTATION
2:00 P.M.

-

3:00 P.M ~

•

•

Career Placement

INTERVIEWS
Wednesday & Thursday
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Career Resource Center

For information or an application call:

1-800-465-2745

•

.
•
•
•

•
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FESTIVAL
FROM PAGE3

•

Italian, will be sold.
Events both days will take
place inthe UCF gymnasium
and in Howard Phillips Hall.
DiPierro said the festival
showed on television in the past
and probably will this year.
The first time UCF held the
festival was in 1975.
DiPierro said, "I thought it
was a very-long-overdue lin-

•
•
•

5

guistic and cultural activity
promoting the Foreign Language Department and connecting with the largely overlooked ethnic community in
Orlando."
The festival didn't take place
again until 1987, and has run
yearly since then.
Student Government contributed $1,000 to this studentoriented festival. Foreign language majors, th~ International
Student Association and other
students will participate.

DOING TAXES CAN MAKE
YOU FEEL GREAT. ESPECIALLY-WHEN
THEY'RE SOMEONE ElSE'S•

•
•

I

If you have a basic aptitude for math
and the de sire to help others, you can
get a lot of satisfaction by volunte~ring
your time and s~ills to people who

need help doing their taxes . 80,000
people already have. Join them.
· To find out about the free IRS training program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.
Julie Watson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BA"A
Tom Weckbacher and Frank Borza paint fiberglass on their composite vehicle for the Eastern Mini
Baja Competition in May.in Montreal. The vehicle must be an amphibious and a land vehicle.

•

~

Internal

A Public Service of
This Publication &

Revenue

Service

r.wl
~~

_Vo_Iun_te_e_rn_ow._.An_d_yo_u'_llm_C!W_e_s_o,m_e_on_e's_taxe_s.~les_s_taxi_·n_g_Ia_ter_.- 1

•

.TERM PAPERS TYPED
$1.ZS/page*

•

•

•
•
•

Students today have less
trou_ble paying back loans

cal year 1992, which could push as many as
400,000 students out of the Pell Grant program,
forcing them to apply for loans instead.
(double-spaced fl corrected)
Students today may have to borrO\~ more money
Students and financial aid administrators
to get through college than prior generations, but were skeptical of the notion that students' debt
24-HOUR SERVICE
they really do not have much of a debt burden, the burden doesn't hurt.
(or better!)
federal government claimed in February.
"I really can't validate that," said Annabelle
The secret is that although they borrow a lot Fong, director of financial aid at the University
___-,--____ Tiu WRiTE IMAGE ________ 11 of money, students also earn more upon gradu- of Hawaii at Manoa. Her stud,ents are taking
the study by the U.S. Deptarfment of Ed- out more loans than ever before·, Fong confirmed.
671,-4649
FAX 678.-47~1 ation,
* wiTl-t Tl-tis AdVERTiSEMENT ONiy
ucation found.
Fong questioned the validity of the report,
- - -- -- - -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - • ; "College students are borrowing more than
which the department admitted focused only on ·
they did 10 years ago to pay for rising college graduates of four-year schools and did not contuition," said Acting Secretary of Education Ted · sider college dropouts, students who went imSanders. "But when you take earnings into ac- · mediately to graduate school or those who atUNION PARK SHELL
corint, debt should not be a hardship for most tended less-than-four-year schools.
9998 E COLONIAL DR
Such students, of course, tend to earn less
graduates."
.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
·
The study found that more students who after graquation than four-year college irads.
TEL. 277-4962
Paying off a college debt consequently would
graduated in 1986 took out federal loans than
did their counterparts in 1977. They also gradu- eat up a significant portion of their income.
"A lot of people don't realize the expenses you
ated more in debt - a median of $4,800 - than
. ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY .•.
members
of
the
Class
of'77,
who
left
school
with
incur
while you're in college," said Katy Sama,
UNION PARK SHELL PROUDLY
a median debt burden of $2,800.
a junior at the University of Redlands in CaliANNOUNCES A ...
Fifty percent of the four-year college graduates fornia who has "a l<;>t'' ofloans .
iri 1986, moreover, had some sort of debt. In
Sama, a political science major, said she feels
1977, it was 34 percent.
a great deal of pressure to find a high-paying job
However, the median debt burden - the ra- after college so she can pay back her loans.
tio of repayments to gross income - of 1986
''They're always a burden," she added.
ON ALL LABOR AND PARTS COVERING
graduates was 4 percent -in the first year after
The federal government's student loan policies
graduation, down from 5.2 percent for 1977 have come under criticism from students and
ALL AUTO REPAIRS
graduates, the study said.·
administrators in the past eight years for gradually
decreasing the number of student grants
The
report
comes
dose
on
the
heels
of
the
WE OFFER:
Bush Administration's proposed budget for fis- and putting more emphasis on student loans.
Staff Report

. COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE.

15°/o DISCOUNT

•

•
•
•

*COMPUTERIZ-E D ENGINE
ANALYSIS
*BATTERIES AND
ACCESORIES
*TUNE-UPS

*BRAKES *ALL GENERAL
AUTOMOTIVE WORK

•
•

•

•·Get Great Clips

•Make Money

ALL REPAIRS: ·.
90 DAYS/ 4000 MILES-

NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY!!
*PLEASE PRESENT UCF ID*

•

Journalism Majors
•Improve Your Reporting Skills..

The Central Florida Future is now taking applications lor
reporters. II you have had writing experience and are interested
in working as a reporter, please contact Managing Editor
Jenniler ·o Henburger at 82~·286S, or come by our office and fill
out an application today. This could be the move ol your life!

6
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with
special
guest

Yes, Come Attend the 11th
Session of.the ,

.~ · Stndent-

~

Paul Rodriguez

Colin Quinn

Government
·senate
ON THE GREEN!·

M:UvityandSerrlcielee

,...._..,..,

'

Th· UrSd 8J' M arCh 7
.
4•·•0 0pm·

8 t.

.

.

. .

. . -./

~

"'I

Monday, March 18th .8:00pm
UCF Gymnasium - Doors open at 7:30 pm
Tickets available at SG "Kiosk
Ticket prices: Students - FREE (with valid UCF ID)

Guests - $5.00 (Only one guest per studenL
Tickets must be purchased by a student.) .

l.

*-Have a safe and responsibile SPRING BREAK!
Your Student Government Association Cares!

-.

r- · r-r

I

ft

UCF ID MUST BE PRESENTED WITH STUDENT TICKET AT THE DOOR.
~

PRESIDENT'S .
LEADERSHIP C·O UNCIL

i

. I·
•

PURPOSEt The Council serves U.C.F. as official
student ambassadors, both on and off campus.
•

ELIGIBILITY:

Candidates should he degree, seeking students of Junior standing
or higher, with an overall minimum
G.P.A. of 3.0.
Candidates .must have demonstrated leader_ship,abifity in Univer_·s ity and community organizations.
.

·Applications are available ill Admin. 282 and
are due for return WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20·.

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The Central Florida Future ' Marclf'7;'~q'gg~r- · ·,.->"--7
--·

~ BEAT THE HIGH COST -O F AUTO INSURANCE!!!

•

--

-~---

--·-----

Have you had a ticket or accident and worried that you~ auto
insurance company will cancel you? Here at Azalea Auto
Insurance your problems are solved. We represent more than
15 companies that want to write your auto Insurance and don't
feel that tickets and accidents are bad words .
With the new Rorida law requiring 10,000 property damage
llablllly and 10,000 PIP our rates start al $204.00 per year and
as low as $50.00 -down. We also .can provide you_ with
- comprehensive and colllslon coverag'e that the bank requires
If your auto Is llnanoed.
·
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185 S. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807

r-:::::1::------4

Hours: ·
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 6:00
Saturday 10:00 to 3:00

•

Call Today

.Yhe other
night Pete
brought
home a
quart of
milk, a· loaf
.o f bread

273-6961

•
SKI
Colorado Condos
$95. 00 per nt
1-4 persons

•

ON DEAN Ro'iw,

CRUISE

}UST NORTH OF
COLONIAL

- ASK ABOUT OUR

(WGHWAY50)

CONSTRUcTION SPECIALS

LARGE NEW
1, 2, AND 3

3 nts Bahamas
from $198. 00 pp

.

BEDROOM
•

~

GROUPS
Any size groups

SUN

and a case

Bahamas

of AIDS.

$249.00 pp ·
Air/Htl/Sports/More

.Pete always fett his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough.
But Pete did catch the
AIPS virus. That's why his

FLY

·Lowest Possible Airfares Anywhere

APARTMENTS
Call with your requesµ
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
·

•

•
•

•

family's at risk. His wife
risks losing her husband,
and when she has sex
with him, her own life. If
she becomes pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
_virus to her baby .
Pete could have protected himself. Saying
"No· could have done it,
or using a condom .
Right how there's no
vaccine for AIDS, and no
cure in sight .
, With what we know
today and with the
! orecautions that can be
taken, no one has to

I

I

'AIDS ~ft~~~t~~e
'

- ,like Pete's.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead W{ong .

I
•
Live In Concert
Sunday, March 10

The Marshall Tucker Band
2 shows 8 p.m. & 10 p.m.
Included in regular admission.
Annuol passes
accepted . ..
~·..::>;

"IT'S A GIRL~
Every Tuesday Night
3/5 - 3/26, 9 p.m:

~·

· Sing.;a;on;<;Omest

"Come out of you shell" an9 win a chance to
appear in a WCPX Channel 6 television special
from Pleasure Island. Sigri up begins at 7 p.m., limited spaces available. Must be 18 or older.

Sunday, March 17

GOOFY GAMES VII
'

50% off with College ID;
Any Sunday through ThurSdOY. get 50% off regular
.
admlsslon when you present your valid coltege lD-0nd U.S.
driver's Jicense aJ any Pleasure lsland~cket booth.

Watch 40 of your favorite athletes compete
in Goofy dance contests for charity.
7:30 - 9:30 p .m.
Scheduled to compete:
Matt Bahr - N. Y. Giants
James Lotton - Buffalo Bills
Bob Golie - L.A. Raiders
Cory Everson - Ms. Olympia
Big John Studd
and more!

llirlh, death or critimf ilf11ess'l'be11 the.1· net•d to knmc U'e reach them.

Twenty-four hours a day,,
365 days a year-no matter
where our Armed Forces arethe An1crican Red Cross delivers
emergency messages and provides
other critical services for their
· families.

+

American
Red Cross
c,.

-
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Party hearty.·this
spring break,, but
don't overindulge

•!

ALLLL-RIGHTTT! Spring break is here! Bring '
out the kegs. Let's hit the beach. There's an all-week
party at Lola's.
This is one scenario for spring breakers. Another
could be a week at work, chock-full of papers to write
and an occasional two-hour break to sleep.
However; neither is a good plan for spring break.
It seems most advantageous to plan your parties and
plan your time to work. Don't try to overdo it and be
· safe.
But let's deal With reality.
A lot of students are going away for spring break.
Some are heading to New York for a huge Saint
Patrick's Pay bash, while others are heading to a
state with a lower drinking age.
Still others are heading to their backyard J accuzis
to fill them with ice and beer. Most of these activities.
involve consuming as much alcohol as possible.
Obviously,.drinking in excess is not a logical thing
to do. Drinking and driving is foolish. And having
sexual relations while under the influence is not oi:ily
less enjoyable, but also tends to forgo contraception
·
in the haste. _
·These are all negative side effects of having too
. much to drink. The positive effects are you are able to
forget that the paper due on Monday after break and_
you are able to hang from a balcony for five minutes
before falling. Hopefully, the pool is filled. .
The point is that the college students of America
that are on spring break need to realize they aren't
Batman and they can't fly when drunk. ··
Balconies are dangerous when 20 college students
pile on to wave at the people walking to the beach.
Also, diving from great heights won't get the girls.
Just being_ sober for a while to have decent
conversation would get the girls to at least have
dinner with you.
·
·
. For. brav~ry's sake, try something daring, like
comphmentmg your date and meaning it.
Condom·s should be used whether he claims to be
a virgin or not, if not for birth control, then for disease
·
control.
In fact, the average guy might get more dates if he
didn't mind condoms.
Granted, some say they are somewhat cumbersome
to put on, but having a genital exam is troublesome
too.
Spring break is a time in your life that will never
be replaced. You and your friends are young, healthy
and on the brink of something. Don't let it be the brink
of death .
Please don't make ·this the time you consume
bleach to prove a point. Or the time you have 20women in one week. Or the week you were arrested
. for the first time. Just because you are young·doesn't
mean you need to be _stupid. .Life does go on after spring break. In fact, summer
is only about a month an_d a half away. Don't forget to
have fun over spring break, even if you are working.
All we need to do is have a little concern for tomorrow
and that hangover.
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Communication skills needed
. Somewhere a man stands ~P at the front of a tiny
httle room, a piece of chalk in his hand. He has
studied for years to get to the front of this room and
he has been there for years.
. He has seen it all-the apathy, the laziness, the
ignorance. He turns around and looks
into the dull '
.
uncaring eyes of the other.30 people in the room. He
is a teacher and it appears his job is getting mu.ch
harder.
How does he get his knowledge into the students'
heads when they do not even'appear to care?
The answer to the problem of modern education
may be complex, but we, as a society, can take certain
measures to increase the quality of education now.
One of those measures would be to require all teachers
to take, at the very least, a basic communications
course.
Ask any communications professor about the
importance of understanding the process ·o f
communications and you will get an ariswer far more
bizarre than you anticipate.d.
The impact of communication on our lives is
unbelievable. You will find that even the most
fundamental aspects of your personality . can · be
radically altered by .an understanding of
communications. You will also find that the quality of
your life and your success with pe.ople depend greatly
on communication. Communication consumes so

lf•tllil11

much of your life that scientists still don't know to
what extent it is influential in your life.
The result of this understanding in·the classroom
is twofold.
First~it would prevent-the teacher from rambling
offlists ofboringfacts that no one cares.about anyway.
It would teach the teacher _how to keep his audience
P r o p e r
turned on_and <tuned in. _
understanding would also allow the teacher to present
his material in such away as to facilitate long-term
recovery of data. The dynamics of the classroom
would increase greatly through an applied knowledge
of communications.
The communication_s professors at UCF are
excellent. P~rhaps, if we wanted to revise the
educational system of Orange County, we should
send some of those teachers back to school and teach
or refresh them on the fundamentals of
communication.
The quality of education in America could increase
dramatically through a proper understanding and
appl~cation of communication theory.

•

•
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Gulf crisis partially U.S.'s fault
As we have come to the close of another war/crisis
I feel that it is the obligation of the American peopl~
to prepare themselves for the aftermath- of the Gulf
situation and look to the future for answers.
.~ow can we as conce.r ned Americans avoid making
cntical mistakes tha~ may lead to problems such as
war?
The Persian Gulf disaster is partially the fault of
~he. United States Government. It is by the lack of
ms1ght that the U.S. Government supported an
accurately documented human rights abuser Saddam
Hussein.
'
Our involvement in the war is also a failure of the
American people. In a democracy, the people have the
power to sway the minds of their elected officials. The
. hell you say?-Well Virginia, there is a silent majority.
If we take the time to inform ourselves write a
letter to an official or two, petition the public and stop
watching so many re-runs of Gomer Pyle (as our
source of news), we _can actually avoid all the
superfluous death that an automaton society induces.
However, if we are content to remain apathetic to
world issues, we'll continue to be spoon-fed the same
old bull that George and his henchmen have thrust
upon us.
At present, we _can start working together to instill
peace and justice within areas of the world that are
desolate in their capacity to reason.
We can start to place pressure on General (I mean)
President Bush's ''hands off'' stand in re~ard to
1

1111,T.lfl

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
We can continue writing letter of praise to South
Afri,ca's Prime Minister De Klerk for his efforts to
develop equal rights in his old, dictatorial nation.
We can petition for a Palestinian homeland and
write consoling letters to the Tiananmen Square
prisoners of conscience.
·
.
There is too much in the world to attend to that no
one should allow themselves to become smug and/or
indifferent.
Finally, it is fantastic that the American public for
the most part, has remained so supportive of their
military servicemen.
It would also be great if we directed som.e of our
en~rgetic support to causes in our backyard. Let's
n~1t_her forget the groups th~t treat and su];]port aids
victims, alc.oholics and drug dependents who suffer
all too alone.
lfwe turn our heads from the relevant issues that
grieve w~thin our very sight, how can we point our
fingers m condemnation at people as Saddam
Hussein?
·

-Brian Goercke is a senior majoring in English/ lit.
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Peace and freedom are two things to questiou
So, now Iraq has surrendered (or complied with toutingsincetheBerlin.WallfellayearagoChristmas?
Well, the last thing those folks need is prosperity .
the United Nations resolutions, depending on which
government you wish to listen to) and now the question With oil as the major natural resource and the area's
·
primary export product, the Middle East will do fine
remains: what's next?
aslongastherestoftheworldisoildependent, which
Will there be a "war crimes" trial?
Will Saddam Hussein be overthrown by Iraqi should be for some time.
Shiites?
This leaves the other two factors in question, peace
They're already stirring up some trouble over and freedom.
there and, according to reports on National Public
When all is said and done, will we finally see
radio, Saddam's elite Republican Guard (The ones stability reign in an area which Kjrsten Gallagher of
who had the clean, freshly-pressed linen to wave in ·the Orlando Sentinel called "a region carved out by
surrender) are busy chasing those radical factions the British and French after World War I and riddled
about.
by conflict ever since."
Will the Palestinian question figure into the talks
In her March 5 article, "Peace at last: It won't last
that will inevitably follow?
intheMidea_st,"Gallaghertalked withMontePalmer,
Will the bill for the war be settled up in an equitable director of Middle East Studies· at Florida State
manner?
.University. Palmer likened the area to a "tea pot with
That'sadefiniten~:Congresshasalreadyapproved a fire under it."
to fund $15 billion (Guess whose pockets that'll come
What he left out is that the oven is sitting in a
out of?) of the estimated $40+ billion· that is the desertwithdailyaveragetemperaturesoflOOdegrees
popular figure for the cost of the war, representing annually.
·
It goes without saying that there is a lot of antialmost half of the cost.
Of _course, these figures probably came from the American sentiment in the residents of that area and
same sources which estimated that the .Sayings· & it's unlikely that the citizens of that area ar~ going to
Loan bailout would cost us less than $70 billion and take our advice, without facing the muzzle of a gun.
Americaisanation rootedin the western European
we've all seen how accurate those projections weresort of on the order of all those psychologists who ere philosophy. Our ethics and mores are pretty much
interviewed over the past several months predicting diametrically opposed (or so it seems to us) from the
what Hussein's next move would be.
. Arab world. Any attempts to 'impose that sort of
Most importantly, however, will America be able mindset on the. Middle East will only meet with
to bring peace, prosperity and freedom to the people further hatred.
Beyond that, though, is the ·previous 3,000 years of
of the area and finally initiate the "new world order"
Prez George II CWashington b_e ing George I) has heen history of the people indigenous to the Middle East.

It is a story of war, war and still more war.
Let's face it, folks, these guys love to fight. They've
been fighting for the 2,800 years before this nation
even existed; they'll be fighting 2,800 years after this
nation has eroded, died and been buried (assuming,
of course, that human life on this planet lasts that
long).
·
Returning to the "peace and freedom" thing brings
up some interE?sting contradictions. When people in a
society have individual freedom, there is bound to be
disagreement. To see this particular law of nature in
action, just check out our government on almost any
gtven day.
When there is disagreement, it's not very quantum
leap in logic to figure out that there is a momentary
loss of peace.
Better yet, look at it this way. What have been the
most "peaceful" societies in history? They are generally
those which had a totalitarian and rigid political
structure.
There is a statement a friend once made which, the
more one reflects on it, the truer it seems.
That is: You can have one or the other; you can
have peace, or you can have freedom. The two are
rarely ever married.
•/
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a safe spring break. Party till you can't walk,
but Don't Drink and Dnvel Next meeting will
be on Mon the 18th, Officer elections

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Hey everyone Spring Break 1s just a day
away!! Is all of UCF going to the Keys? Be
careful, dnnk responsibly and DON'T dnnk
and dnve. We don't want to hear about any
tragedies when we come back. Rick B. you
looked great at the K.6 fashion show last night
Pledge dinner tonight at 5. Composite pictures ffom 8 to 1Otonight. "Instill Fear"-SWIN
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma,
Spring Break,
Key West,
Nutt Saidi
Phi Delta Theta
Hey Phi Delt, check wit Bill to see when you
WK CF Fair. Color me happy, break is almost
herel Relax and en1oy1 Neil knows Whisper!
Phi Delt 1s Pnmetimel PDT foreverlll
Acacia
Acacia AcaCJa Acacia Acacia Acacia
Get pumped! Get psyched! Get ready I We're
Canada bound 1n 2 daysl All those staying
behind have a great spring break I See ya if we
come back
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Let's get psyched for Greek Weeki Get those
cans m, and remember that Greek Week 1s
TKE Weeki Everyone have a safe and fun
spnng break. C-Yal
Lambda Chi Alpha
Congrats to Jason Lipton- Brother of the
Month Also congrats to all the new 0-Team
members. Tearn 1 basketball-as usual-great
season The "I'm Butt Stupid" award this week
goes to Saddam Hussein, who thought he
could f- around with the Alhed Forces-Well
Saddam, look around at the wake left behind
by a Desert Storm To all the men and women
over seas- Thanks and we await your safe
return Ritual has been moved to April 19th so
change your calendars -AM's make sure you
have that night free . Keys Boundl Spring
break tip of the week· When in doubt- Stop,
drop, and roll I
Delta Sigma Pi
This 1s it-Spring break is finally here. Everyone have a great vacation. Hopefully the Keys
crowd will make 1t back mone piece SEE'YAll

Pi Kappa Alpha
The brothers of P1 Kappa Alpha wish everyone

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble Products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 ext. 2568

Surfracks Honda W/Locks 682-9363
HP 12C calculator $50 OBO 682-9363
A.A. meeting every Wed 12-1pm Bio. Bldg .
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free
Phi Sigma Epsilon 1n cooperation with an
1nternat1onal corporation will be presentJng a
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OF THE 90'S.
Date: March 7
Time· 4·00-5.30
Place. CEBA II room 107
No Adm1ss1on Charge
Hispanic Amencan Student Assoc1at1on
Very Important Meeting
TODAYI 4.00pm SOL
FES would like.to thank the Engineering Fair
Committee for their hard work. It was a huge
success and enioyed by all. Also, many
thanks to SG for their support.

RDDMMA'IES
Need a dedicated female student-Rent bedroom suite with private entrance, kitchen privileges, phone. Family home tn Winter Park
near hosp1tal/Lakemont area $300 per
month, utilities included. Call 645-5407.
Leave Message-name and phone number to
set up interview

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY 3bdrm/2bth
Home near UCFNalenaa East-West Gomm
Pool, Tennis courts Cathedral Ceilings. Landscape, nice neighliorhood Assm $67,000
Below Mkt Value 281-7533
Engagement Ring- 1.04 carat HEART shaped
diamond on 14K gold band. $2500 Mark 3812218 LV MSG
Att1tude-ad1usting leather1acketwomen's size
1oblack $85 absolutely must sell! 695-7236

Programmer/Analyst: Experience in Cobol
coding required MVS, JCL, and/or SAS
would be helpful, butwill train if Cobol skills are
sharp. A knowledge of statistical analysis
preferrGd. Full tJme, 40 hours per week. Some
flex1b1hty m schedule of the 40 hours might be
arranged. EOE M/F/WV U.S. c11Jzensh1p
required. Contacr/send resume to: Danny
Qa:ks, Systems Development Manager Engineering and Economic Research, Inc. 3251
Progress Drive, Orlando, FL 32826 (407) 2811935

Female to share 2 bd condo 1 mt from UCF
$280 + 1/2 util 365-6982

Roommate wanted ASAP Heather Glen Apts
150 + ut1l1ties Call 678-9297

LSAT GMAT GRE Perp Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Speciahsts
Michael Tierney, 897-3300
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the only class nng company with the
finanaal strength of being a Fortune 500 corporation . Jostens! There ts a difference; look
for it1It's Academic 1n the University Shoppes.
Townhouse for sale near UCF-ldeal investment for parents of college student. Two
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, hvmg room,
appliances included. Can comfortably accommodate 4 students. Excellent cond1non.
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Yes,, we have the "Gator Wrap" and the detail
and workmanship are the best you'll find
Jostens! There is a difference; look for 1t! It's
Academtc in the University Shoppes..
CHOREOGRAPHER avail w/ teaching exp.
Dirty Danang to Ballet. Teens.adults RegAdv 382-6906
Certified mechanic. Low rates. My home or
yours Call (407) 298-5151
EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC

79 Mazda 626 great cond 5 spd AC $1000
OBO Rob 281-0856
'80 Chevy Monza $900 or OBO 645-4694

FEMALE ONn room 1 mile to UCF $160 per
month Call 277-0743

Kiss1mmeeJUCF T&R 5pm-9pm Call 8460254 Leave message Ask for Yoly

WEDDING GOWN & ACCESSORIES. Ivory
sann & lace; beaded bodice; low back; long
sleeves Designer label, size 10-12 (easy
style to alter). Worn once; has been dry
cleaned. Paid $1000; ALL offers considered,
Call x2190; or 339-9323.

Nonsmoking Male(s) wanted to share 4bedl
3bath townhouse 10 min from campus. WID
$225/mon +split utll 679-9494. Please leave
message

Sigma Chi
Tonight the break starts early when the brothers of D< and AXA welcome the ladies of AMI
and t.r to a beach party at Sig house starting
at 9. Have a good Spnng Break try not to get
arrested 1n the Keys .
Alpha Tau Omega
"If you work monster truck pulls you might be
a redneck!" Softball-Thu@4pm. Congrats to
our IFC Greek Man of the Year-Dave "Don't
Say Nol" Overstreet! Spring break approacheth· If you go to the Keys, watch your
rear when walking down Duval St ATO quote
of the week: "Stopsqu1rtmg me with that#@•I
Gun!" Remember-Friends are for today,
Brotherhood 1s forever!!

Complete Typmg/W P Sel'V!ces Fast AES
Aloma #226 671-4414

May become full time m the summer.
Scholarships awarded, training provided.
$8. 75 starting pay rate! Call for interview appt.
281-6142 (1Q-4)

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about maiormg m
industnal engmeenng but were afraid to askl
Call him for info at 823-2204 •

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
A college-graduate? Wear yourcredennalsa college nng from JostensI There 1s a difference; look foritl It's Academic tn the University
Shoppes.

AMERICA NEEDS INDUSTRIAL .
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufacturing capabilities
and increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees in IE. Cal1N1sit
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.

70 VW Bug runs good Call 381-0744 $800
OBO
Z28 Camara, '85eng, '82 body, ps, pb, tilt
wheel, (eng +trans new) looks great Must sell
$2700, 282-5209
1986 Chevy Sp1nt 73,000 miles, 5 speed A/C
great cond. $1200 cash 249-2070

WP.EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfects.a
IBM letter quahty/laser pnnllng

CFF Staff: Have a great spring break-you all
deserve itl Thanks for all of the hard work +
long hours you put 1n.
The CFF Managament Team

FastHProfessionalHAccurate
3bed 2 1/2 bath apt. for rent (triplex)
Bonneville. 382-0923 1
Duplex fOfl' rent-2 bed 2 bath with washer!
dryer, microwave and. other full amenilles.
$500/month7 Call Fred at 682-7811 or 6231075
...

•

Rugbyl Spring break 1s herel Those Key
bound, get read'/ for the llme of your ltfel
Everyone else be GOOD• Savannah's next
weekend so get psyched and kick their butts•
Good luck to those trying out for selections on
Sat We luve ya' Leann + Gma

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for 1mmed1ate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

..

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext B-4628 -

Barbie, Bob and Bunniewanttocrashw/us for
Spring Breilk. Let's plan for our own private
bungalow! ~t m the Wild Pizza, 6:30, for
Airplane! film fest details. Brett

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg.366-4045

RPS needed PIT, package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890~
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder

Vector's Nallonal Firm now has part nme
openings! Work after classes and weekends.

Reasonable and fast typing serv1ce. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush Jabs

DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS FOR
THE MARCH 19 ISSUE IS 4:00 PM
MARCHB

•

•
•

•

Deadline for
applicatio~

•

is March 20.
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EARLEY

its finish in its last tournament.
Then, the Lady Knights
finished in t.5th place.
The Lady Knights are
Earley had three bogies, two
birdies and i3 pars in the second ranked 24th in the nation.
The '90-'91 year has been one
round .
For UCF, the eighth-place . ofimprovement and building of
finish was an improvement of confidence for a team that does
FROM PAGE 12

•
•

STROM-OLSEN
FROM PAGE .12

•
feels good to be up there and
know you are able to play a
part."
Joseph shot a 68 in the first
round and was two shots out of
the lead. But in the second
· round, he shot a 74 to drop to
13th place.
Other UCF finishers include
Andrew Rice in 51 st place, Paul
Bastien in 63rd place and Jon

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 12

Julie Watson/CEN•TRAL FLORIDA FUTURIO

STRETCHED OUT ·
Jose Pere, UCF's No. ~ seed, reaches to make a strong serve
during tennis action last week.

•

0 N

the next three batters~ He gained
his fourth save.
Chris Law, the Knights'
starting pitcher, threw a solid
game. He pitched eight innings,
gave up seven hits, allowed only
two runs and struck out four.

Cowgill in 86th place. There
were 105 golfers in the
tournament.
Shumaker said UCF could
move up to fifth in the nation
after the second-place finish. He
said the men's team is right on
track to meet its season'~ goal.
'We'renottooconcemed with
winning," Sh.umaker said. 'We
would like to win, but we're
·focusing on making it to the
National tournament."
One tournament UCF will

UCF won the tournament last
year. The win began a string of
five consecutive tournaments
that the Kngihts won.
"That's a little more
important since it's our
tournament," Shumaker said.
Among the schools in the
tournament inclucie the
University of North Carolina,
Florida State, Arizona, Kent
State and Notre Dame.

"My confidence has come
back up," Law said. "And I now
feel much more comfortable on
the mound."
Once again, the Knights
were led at the plate by
Josephina, who went 1-for-2
and scored three runs.
, Ernest also led the team,
going 2-for-3 with two doubles,
· two RBis and one run scored .

Even with this five-game
winning streak and ·with
winning nine of the last 10,
Bergman is not satisfied with
the team's play.
'We're still trying to become a
good team. We're not a good team
yet," Bergman said. 'We've gotthe
potential to be a good team..."
The Knights play their next
game at 8 p.m. tonight.
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try to win is the UCF/Budget

Golf Classic this weekend.

··-

C A M P U S

I N A S S 0 C I A TI 0 N W 1.T H .

not have a senior on it.
"I think it made us realize
that we are capable of playing
with the top ~ams and know we
could compete," Earley said.
UCF's next local game is
Marchll-13intheRollinsPeggy
Lipton Invitaitonal.

•

OF

UCF Rotary Golf Classic
AT WEDGEFIELD COUNTRY CLUB

"'ARCH,
SUNDAY

•

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

2

I

•

Baseball:
Wisconsin at
UCF
1:30 and ?pm

Withdrawal
Deadline!!

•

..

•

3

.

,,s•''

Movie: 1f:I!.t
Animal
House
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

10

HAVE A
NAPPf AKO

4

••''
Movie:~
The Jerk
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

5

SJ1
Comedy:
U.S. Collesie
Comedy
Com Petition
9Pm SAC

12

11

6 ,~_SATlRN.

7

Saturn of Orlando
670 North Highway 17 &92
Longwood
(407). 767-2022

13

. ,,.,11

Movie~

81J11:7?(!)!'11fS
70V!'11/:

Double Feature:
Airplane&
Airplane II 6:30
& 9pm SAC

' L~R~

14

15

~~1

~~

,,,1•1
Movie:~

9

· All Dogs Go .
- to Heaven
1 & 3pm SAC

16

lillff~lJ/flf

.fAFE

BllCl!I

~PRIK(

IREAKl!
17 Se p~·d. Vai,
. •''"
Movie:~
The Blues
Brothers
6:30 & 9pm
SAC

24 Movie: ,,,, •.

Ghostbusters ~
6:30&

GMAT Test

18

Movie: ,;•'''

Fletch~

6:30 & 9pm
SAC

COOL COMEDY
8Pm UCF gym

25

20 Mrisic

.=

, _;

~r\ kt

& JI rt
·, ~UtO&
11am-2pm ~ · · ~

Ou tfi.c <jrcat '"'
'B:Moc Coutcst
SpmSCJI.

=

- '

216 ~~t.~
~· .~. ·,~

S tuaen. t :Jvfovies

?pm SJIC

22

Team results-Arizona 311-315-626;
TCU 305-322 - 627; FSU 322-309 - 631;
Miami 325-311 - 636; LSU 321-315 - 636;
Florida 315-328 - 643; South Florida 323321 - 644; UCF 317-328 - 645; Florida
International 320-328 - 648; Jacksonville
327-330 - 657; Mississippi 334-326 - 660;
North Carolina-W 339-325 - 664; South
Alabama 328-338 - 666; Mississippi State
332 - 338 - 670; Penn State 339 - 334 673; Rollins 340 - 341 - 681; Vanderbilt 352
- 344 -696; Boca Raton 346 - 356- 702; W.
Kentucky 360 - 347 - 707; Methodist 355 364 - 719; Samford 352 - 372 - 724;
Wyoming 358 - 370 - 728; Winthrop 364 364 - 728; Stetson 362 - 367 - 729.
Individual results - Liz Earley (UCF)
77-74-151; Moira Dunn (flU) 74-78-152;
Barbara Plant (TCU). 74-70 - 153; Laura
Brown (Florida) 74-79 - 153; Jane Kraugh
(TCU) 76-77- 143; Julie Rigazio (LSU) 7776-153.
Other UCF finishers - Catrina Runyar.
78-85 - 163; Tamrr.y Hildebrandt 82-85 167; Marla Jemsek 86-34 - 1 JO; Barbara
Finman 80-91 - 171.

=- ·
:z::t:...: ;i

-::.<

'TaCen t ",,_
,;;;···- if
Sfww: ~\\S~d~f¢.
Spectacufar XJ iiglits
' 8pmSOl
0

23
Wa-M tJ..e la:tea?

CAB
Hotline
·~23-4UCfo

FSC/lmperialakes Golf
Classic
AT IMPERIALAKES GOLF CLUB
Team results - Ohio State 287-283 - 570;
Wake Forest 277-295- 572; UCF 278-294 - 572;
North Carolina State 286-287 - 573; Clemson 289284 - 573; Georgia 286-288 - 574; Florida State
285-291 - 576; Virginia 288-290 - 578; Augusta
286-293 - 579; South Carolina 290-292 - 582;
Duke 286-297 - 583; Tennenessee 292-292 583;
Georgia Southern 299-284 - 583; Memphis State
291-295- 586; Furman 299-289- 588; Columbus
294-295 - 589; South Florida 294-297 - 591; Fla.
Southern 292-300 - 592; Virginia Tech. 295-299
594; Mississippi 302-299- 600; Illinois 310-303 613 . .
Individual results - Hans Strom-Olsen 66-€8
- 134; Danny Ellis (Clemson) 67-69 -136; Mark
Strickland (Wake Forest) 66-72 - 138; Mike Sposa
(Tennessee) 70-69 -139; Chris Smith (Ohio State)
70-70-140.
Other UCF finishers - Malcolm Joseph 68-74
- 142; Andrew Rice 72-76- 148; Paul Bastien 7277 - 149; Jon Cowgill 77-76 -153

Tonight - UCF vs . Piittsburgh
March 9 - UCF vs. Vanderbilt
March 1O - UCF vs. N. Florida
March 11 - UCF vs. Ohio-Wes.
March 12 - UCF vs. Liberty
March 15 - UCF vs. G. Mason
March 16 - UCF vs. Illinois
March 17 - UCF vs. Arkansas St. (2)
March 18- UCF vs. Arkansas St.

- sports

March 7, 1991

-Rain washes 2 UCF golfers to win earlyLiz Earley captures individual honors;
3rd round rained out, UCF takes 8th

Strom-Olsen shoots 10-under-par as
Knights finish 2-n.d at lmperialakes
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

After losing the lead in the
final round last week, Hans
Strom-Olsen won his first golf
tournament Sunday in the FSC
ImperiaLakes Golf Classic at
the ImperiaLakes Golf &
Racquet Club in Mulberry.
UCF finished second for the
second consecutive week. The
Knights tied . Wake Forest at
572 to finish two strokes behind
Ohio State.
The Knights were in second ,
place behind Wake Forest after
the first round. They shot 278.
Butinthesecondround,.they
faltered slightly and shot 294.
Wake Forest also faltered and
shot 295. Ohio State, tied for
eighth after the first round, shot
a 5-under-par 283 and won by
two strokes.
"I truly believe we would have
won as a ~eam ifthe third round
was played. Wehaveplayedtwo
tournaments in a row," UCF
golfCoachMikeShumakersaid.
In the medalist competition,
Strom-Olsen edged out
Clemson's Danny Ellis by two
strokes. He shot one shot better
than Ellis in each round. Strom-

Olsen, a sophomore, shot
consistantly with rounds of 66 . _
and 68 and led throughout the
two rounds.
"Hans played really great,"
Shumaker said. "I guess
shooting 10 under par shows
that."
ForStrom-Olsen,itmadeup
for the previous week. He led
after two rounds in the Doral
but shot a 79 in the final round.
"Iwa disappointed with the
way I finished th~ last six holes," Hans Strom-Olsen
· Strom-Olsen said. "I came into ... rebounds from Doral
this tournament motivated to
finish it up."
Part of it was my fault,"
Shumaker said. ''With a few
holestoplay, wemadeadecision
to go for the win and we took
som~ chances we normally
wouldn't take."
Strom-Olsen was not UCF's
only golfer to play well in the
tournament. Malcom Joseph
finished in a tie for 13th place
with a 142, nine shots off the
lead.
"It's always helps that all of
us are able to perform well,"
Strom-Olsen said. ''We never
hadaNo.1guyoraNo.5 guy. It

see STROM-OLSEN page 11

Liz Earley ·
... wins 2nd career title

by Roy Fuoco
SP.ORTS EDITOR

Liz Earley came from four
shots back to win the rainshortened UCF Rotary Golf
Classic Sunday at thff
Wedgefield Country Club.
UCFfinished eighth in afield
of24teams.
The Lady Knights shot a tworound score of 645 to finish 19
strokes behindArizona.Arizona
won the tournament and is
ranked second in the nation.
The Lady Knights finished
two shots behind sixth-place
Florida and one shot behind
South Florida.
, "The seven teams [that]
finished higher than us a:re
ranked in the top 12 teams, so
we didn't feel bad about our
performance," UCF golf Coach
Mike Shumaker said. ''We kind
of floundered the seeond day,
but Liz held us in there."
UCF wa.s in fourth place after
one round but could not handle
the weather the second day. The
third round was rained out.
All the teams battled windy
weather in the tournament,
especially the second· day. Of
the top five golfers, Earley was

the only golfer to lower her score
in the second round.
"This was probably her
biggest 'victory because of the
quality[ofthefield]," Shumaker
said. "She's ranked 32nd in the
nation. Withl,OOOgolfers, that's
pretty good."
Earley shot a 1-over-par 74
the second round.
That score was three strokes
lower than her openipg round
score.
She finished with a 7-ove1·par 151 to leave her one stroke
ahead of Moira Dunn of Florida
International.
"I just played really well,"
Early said. "It was probably the
best round I ever played. I only
made three bad shots."
After a first-round score of
77, Earley found herself in a
five-waytieforeighthplace. But
first round leaderTriciaAllen of
Texas Christian shot an 84 in
the second round and dropped
to 12th place.
All the golfers in front of her
after one round shot higher
scores in the second round to
pave the way for Earley to take
the individual title.

•

"

see EARLEY page 11

To err is human, to win ·divine
.

K~ights

overcome 3 errors against Flagler to win their 5th consecutive game

by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights a~vanced their record to 12-6 with a 52 victory over Flagler College Tuesday at the UCF
Baseball Complex.
The Knights overcame three errors to pick up their
fifth consectuive victory.
"I'd ratherwin and look bad then lose and look good,"
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said. ''We're making a lot of
errors defensively that wol-ry me."
UCF started out fast by scoring a
in the bottom
of the thir-d.
Mike Josephina reached base with a bunt single and
advanced to third on Ernest Martinez's double. He then
scored on Eric Martinez's sacrifice fly to deep right
field.
The Saints answered back with a score in the top of
the fifth to tie the score at one. Then Lonny-Landry
singled to left, stole second and third and scored on
Damian Torino's throwing error.
The Knights took the lead for good in the bottom of
the fifth inning.
}
·
Josephina walked to lead off the. inning and stole
second. Ernest grounded to the third baseman, who
overthrew the first baseman. This allowed Josephina

run

.

Phil Parries/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mike Jos.ephina, rounding third in weekend action,
leads 'LJCF with a .440 batting average.

.'

to score and Ernest to advance to second.
Eric came up and popped a high fly ball to.left field.
The Flager fielder dropped the ball, allowing Eric to
cross the plate, making the score 3-1.
The Knights added two more in the bottom of the
seventh.
Ty Lynch singled up the middle and went to second
when Josephina walked. Ernest then bounced a double
off the top of the left field wall to drive in Lynch and
Martinez.
UCF had just three more outs to solidify the win
when the Saints threatened in the ninth inning.
The Saints started out the inning with an infield
single to third. This was followed by a single to leftcenter.
David Manning, who came into the game in relief of
starter Chris Law, threw' a wild pitch, giving Flager
fl:lilllers on second and third with no outs. Manning
walked the Mxt batter to load the bases.
Brian Huie, the Knights' closer, was called in to save
the game.
Huie didn't keep the Saints from scoring in the top
of the ninth, when he walked the first batter he faced,
which made the score 5-2.
Huie then shut down the Flager rally by striking out

i>

•
•
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see BASEBALL page 11

Acclaimed journalist dies of cancer
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shelby Strother, 44, who was
a 1973 UCF graduate and
award-winning journalist, died
Sundayfrom liver cancer a week
after being diagnosed.
Strother was born in Coral
Cables and moved to Detroit in
1985. There, he covered most
major sporting events for the
Detroit News.
Formerly, he had written for
other newspapers such as:
Florida Today, the Denver Post
and the St. Petersburg Times.

He covered events like Super
Bowls, World Series and the
dismantling of the Berlin Wall
in 1989.
Strother graduated from
UCF, then called Florida
Technological University, in
the spring 1973 with a bachelor
of
arts
degree
in
communication.
He was a features editor for
The Central Florida Future
duringthe 1972-73 schoolyear.
He won more than 100
journalism awards and was
nominated four times for the
Pulitzer Prize. ·

Other awards include being
voted best sports columnist by
the Associated J>i:ess for four
consecutive years and voted the
Best of Gannett Sports
Columnists for three consecutive
years.
Strother resided in Grosse
Point Park in suburban Detroit.
He died ·at Harper Hospital
in Detroit.
Strother is survived by his
wife, Kim, 34; sons Thomas
John, 13, and Kenneth Jack, 9;
brother, Thurman, 42, of
Atlanta; and sister, Laura
Rivamonte, 33, of Palm Bay.

,,
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ut of the coffin Drac's voice did
ring, seems he was troubled by
just one thing, opened the lid and
. shook his fist and said, What ever
happened to my Transylvanian
twist - the Monster Mash?"'
America is crazy, goofy, totally in love with ·
vampires. They're in our 1V programs ("Dark
Shadows," "Nightlife"), they're in our books (by
Rice) and they're always in the movies.
onle beliem~ ,T~TV"~hcc.t \TlO jbRe), they do.
The census taken said the average male
vampire is 26 years old has brown e es and
black hair, is 5 feet 10 u'.iches tall and ~eights
170 pounds. The female vamps are 23 years

•
•

•

•

•

STER.
Based on these categories, there are believed to be at least 50 true vampires in the
United States today.
To be a No. 3, you have to have a physical
attraction to blood, drink it, believe it will
prolong your life and find excitement in blood
rituals. It's the vampire wanna-bes, like No.
1 and 2 that have given the true prince and
princesses ·of darkness a bad rap.
Several people have speculated that Jack
the Ripper was indeed a vampire (No. 1). A

man named Fritz Haarman killed young boys
during the early 20th century by biting them
on the neck. Haarman drank his victims' blood
and turned their bodies into sausage, which he
later ate. (Sounds like a real Humanitarian.)
Serial killer Ted Bundy bit many ot his victims during his brutal attacks because he said
he felt like a vampire. Recently, a gang of teens
in Minnesota killed a street bum. After beating
the m~n tn_fi.e;:lfh ·at"hf'."C' l:~l,.~ H-.o hl'""°'rl ,-,fffholr
- -b"' ::;,. 1m:::y sai
.ue movie "The Lost Boys"
inspired them.
.
Back in 1897 I · h .
.
..
, ns wnter Bram Stoker pub~~hedt ~r~cul~," which would become the unspu e c ass1c of vampire stories. Stoker

· based this story on the life of a bizarre Rumanian tyrant named Vlad V. Vlad ruled a part of
Rumania known as wallachia.
During his six-year reign of terror, Vlad execvted 40,000 people. Just for kicks, Vlad drank .
the blood of his enemies. He believed that by
doing this it would make him immortal. Stoker
may have been further inspired by another nutty
noble - a Hungarian Countess named Elizabeth
l=l-::ith,-,-rp

The Countess assembled a group of witches;
warlocks and alchemists, who encouraged her
to drink blood. The Countess would kill young,
beautiful girls, drink their blood and bathe in it
to preseive her beauty.
According to legend, European vampires have
red hair and hairlips. Russian vampires have
p~rple faces. Albanian vampires were said to
have worn high-heeled shoes, and Chinese
vampires spent several hours lying in moon
beams.
·
American vampires are mmored to suck the
blood of their victims not from their throats ...
but through their ears and noses. You could
spot a Mexican vampire by his or her fleshless skull. Contrary · to these humorous
legends, there is factual medical backing to
prove the existence of vampire-like beings.
During the middle ages, interbreedi.ng among
Eastern European nobles le'd to a variety of
generic disorders. The most deadly of these
was called Erythropietic Protoporphyria. It's
caused the body to produce of too much
' i!!iiii!ii!i!iJ
··=t!f' porphyrin - a substance basic to red blood
cells.
·It resulted in reddening of the skin, eyes
and teeth, and-cracks in the skin that bled
when exposed to the light. The only treatment
was to lock the victims away during the day

See VAMPIRES page 4
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John Wesley tries ·t o be all things ·to all people

•

Southern Steel classic with.electric guitar, drums, no lyrics - but won't put you to sleep

• The Name Above the Title
Artist: John Wesley Harding

Label: Sire Records
Producer: Andy Paley

I

f the politic thing to do is
to be all th~gs to all peopie, then John Wesley
.
Harding's latest album,
The Name Above the Title, is
indeed political.
Sounding like he might
have been cloned from Marshall Crenshaw and Steve
Forbert, Harding touches just
about every popular genre that
rock has employed in its twoscore history.
His backing musicians are
all capable professionals and
are categorized by names such
as "Tile Good Liars" (Harding
was considering using "Lyres"
but it was already taken), "Tile
Big and Brassy Band" and
"Tile Morgans Creek String
Ensemble," along with some
backing vocals from "Tile Wa-

them sing.
ters."
He starts the album With
Blues licks are incorporatsynthesized violins and kettle ed in "Driving in the Rain,"
drums in the classically tinged "Save a Little Room for Me"
"Movie Theme," which sounds (as well as some gospel sound)
like what one might expect and "Bridegroom Blues," a
from the heyday of Yes or song sounding suspiciously
Emerson, Lake & Palmer. This close to some of T-Bone Burshort piece makes a sharp nett's 1950s stUff.
snare transition to a straightMeanwhile, a country and
ahead rocker with-some salsa western flavor comes through
touches, "The World (And All in "I'd Be Sleeping If My Baby
Were Here," a song highlightIts Problems)."
"Fifty Fifty SpHt" combines ing vocalist Victoria Williams.
Williams is also on "Backacuustic guitar work with
electric in a Beatles-influenced ing Out," a song analyzing
sound. Its lyrics obsetve that the · attitudes of the 1980s
"love ' is only the sum of its "Baby-boom" Me generation
with frightenparts."
ing accuracy:
There is a
Th is
Byrd-like
entire album ·
quality to "I
has
an
Can
Tell
1960s-1970s
(When You're
Telling Lies),"
undercurrent
while rock is
to it that is
heard
in
rounded out
nicely
by
"B ack i ng
.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-• .-.-.-.-.-•
some
sharp
Out," "The
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
Facts of Life"
guitar work
and
"The
and
crisp
People's Drug." In Tue Peo- production. In fact, the only
ple's Drug," Harding correctly weak point of the work is the
obsetves that, "You don't read ending number, a cover ver. the news in USA Today."
sion ofTommy James and the
"Tile Movie of Your Life" is Shondells' hit "Crystal Blue
a ballad, as iS the haunting Persuasion."
and simple "Anonymous
One assumes that Harding
1916," in which Harding plays felt compelled to pay homage
guitar to Ronee Blakleys pi- to the psychedelic sound of
ano accomparument. Both of the '60s, but the last thing that

the world needs is another
remake of any.thing by the
Shondells.
While Harding tri~s to inject
some humor into his rendition
- effecting a "lounge lizard"
voice while introducing members of the band - all this
song proves is .that the only
reason music sounded so good
back then was that the acid
was available, cheap and of
relatively high quality.
-Bill Cushing

• Southern Steel
Artist: Steve Morse Band

Label: MCA
Producer: Steve Morse

teve Morse, former
guitarist of Kansas,
has re-grouped with
his 0Wn band to create his latest addition in
Southern blues rock. Morse
produced and .wrote all the
songs in the Southern Steel
album.

S

-

Southern Steel rightfully
names Morse's unique album
of pure electric blues guitar.
This is a classical album of
Southern electric guitar.
Morse's three-man band is
composed of bassist Dave Larue, drummer Van Romaine
and Morse on guitars.
There are no vocals. Every
song seems to have a consistent pace of rapid, to slow, to
rapid again. ·It reminds me of
Lynard Skynard without the
piano and vocals. It resembles
ZZTop, except it's much faster. Morse seems to be following a recent trend with this
non-vocals work. _
The frrst song on the tape
is called "Cut To The Chase,"
which has all the combinations of a class!c bogie blues
song. Southern Steel is a good
album to listen to if you like
hearing the guitar speak for
itself.
Every song has its own variety of notes ranging from
the extreme high to the extreme low.
The album is high-quality
material and shouldn't be
overlooked. If you 're looking
for something that is instrumental and contemporary, but
won't put you to sleep, this
album is the one for you.
However, if you're one to analyze lyrics, try something else.
-Josiah Baker

•

•

The·Charts
e Billboard Magazine

Hot 100

1. "All The Man That I

Need"
Whitney Houston
2. "Someday"
Mariah Carey
3. "One More Try''
TirtlmyT.
4. "Where Does My Heart
Beat Now"

Celine Dion
5. "Gonna Make You
Sweat"
C&C Music Factory

Carol co

Val Kilmer gets into trouble as Jim Morrison in Oliver Stone's, "The Doors."

Oliver Stone, Kilmer capture the·
essence of erotic, free-IOve '60s
by Debbie Ofsowitz

story to be brought to screen.
Although the film could more appropriately be called "The Jim Morrison Story,"
Stone has assembled a
strong group of supporting
actors. The bond of love that
began the quick-rising,
short-lived super fame of the
Doors is as strong as the resentment and mistrust that
assisted in the group's
eventual downfall.
Kyle MacLachlan is very

Dance
1. "Power Of Love"

Deee-Lite
2."Jealousy"
The .Adventures of...
3. ••1 Don't Know Anybody
Else•
Black Box
4. "Funk Boutique"
The Cover Girls
5 . ."Hold You Tight"
Tara Kemp

Hot Country

HotR&B

1. "Walk On Faith"

1. "'All The Man That I
Need"
Whitney Houston
2. ··something In My
Heart"
Michel'le
3. "'Written All Over Your
Face"
Rude Boys
4. "When Will I See You

Mike Reid
2. "llYou Want Me To"
Joe Diffie
3. ""Brother Jukebox"
Mark Chesnutt
4. "Loving Blind"
Clint Black
5. "Don't Tell Me What To
Do"
Pam Tillis

Again"

Bell Biv Devoe
5. "'All Season"
Levert

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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see DOORS page 4
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Living Colour good for an encore at Sports Club
Band's opener, Kings X, adds pooi:_ touch to concert; Living Colour vocals, drums great

•

By Mark Thomas
iving Colour in concert

•
•

•

•

L

at the Orlando Sports
Club, Grammy Winners, right? Super
talented musicians, right? So
they would have no trouble
selling out, right? Wrong.
Suprisingly, there were
many an empty seat at the
March 2 show. Seeing so
many- empty spaces would
discourage their performance,
right? Wrong.
Kings X opened at exactly
8 p.m. and went on to play
what I can only assume was
the same song, since I did not
pay much attention.
In fact, I spent most of the
55 minutes that Kings x was
on stage looking for something
to stuff in my ears. If anybody
is worth risking my hearing
for, it certainly is not Kings X.
ing guy, the audience was barely in your eyes, there are rules you know.
But as all bad things eventually do, noticable.
Police: "What seems to -be the
The best part about the atmosphere problem here?"
- their performance came to an end and
30 minutes later, Living Colour blas~ was the "obnoxious contest" going on
Me: "Why there is no problem, misbetween the event staffers and the ter police officer, sir."
ed on stage with "Type."
·P.O.: "What's that in your hand?"
Glover's vocals and Calhoun's drums Orange County police officers on the
sounded great. but Reid's- guitar and scene:
Me: "Why it is just a harmless note
Muzz Skillings' bass were a bit muffled.
Event Staffer: "Excuse me, but pad sir."
P.O.: "OK, but I
The problem was remedied somewhat you're going to have
don't wanna see ya
by the time the second song rolled · to step away from the
around, but Reid was never. as promi- railing or I'll be forced
use _it in any sort of
malicious way, like
nent as he should hav.e been and Skill- to shine my flash lite
in your eyes."
going wild and givings was still barely audible.
Me: "But I have to
ing everyone vicious
Despite Living Colour's intensity on
paper cuts.
stage, the ·crowd remained pretty hand my photogra~
-- -.1.. -m-.,.,. flnr\1: TP.~e:rnbJeil ! l nying
· Me: "Of course
pher his cameras af---:a....t ..... ..
~al and the bleachers were already
~E.h~~li/}}gM"'ev~1rit
in '.Q1gher c±o+.o 4 -'cs- - er think of sµch a
Except for the feeble attempts at staffer, sir.
thing" (I said with a
mashing (or, more suitably, psuedoE.S.: "OK, but I still
sneerring grin).
moshing) by some tall, anemic-look- have to shine this lite
As you can tell,
j

COMICS
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PAINTBALL
SUPPUES

*

ROLE PLAYING
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

·G AMES

MICHAH J.

fOX

AS HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST SPOILED
MOVIE STAR.
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the police won hands down.
Fortunately, Living Colour's
performance more than made
up for the lack of crowd enthu_siasm.
One of the high points of
the concert came when Corey
Glover stopped performing in
the middle of "Elvis is Dead"
because of some fighting, apparently over who was standing more· still.
.
'Were not going to put up
'( g with any stupid shit. and
::E fighting... is stupid," ex; <(
' ' ~ claimed Glover.
~ Skillings broke some of the
r ~tension with his enlighten, ~ ing insight, 'Well, you know,
~the King has been known. to
~ incite that kind o~ passion
~ in people.~
~
They finished the song and
~ wrapped up the concert with
· o what else but - "Cult of
Personality," which was brillant,
stunning, spectacular, and all sorts
of other adjectives.
Almost immediately after they left
the stage, the crowd began to plead
for an encore, and alas it ~eemed that
their cheers would be for naught.
Then, when hope seemed the most
bleak, Mr. Calhoun came · back out
and treated them to an extended drum
solo.
The rest of the band soon followed;
and did a great cover of The Clash
classic, "Should I $tay or Should I
·Go."
Then they ended with sort of an
.a.np1 urnptu, 15-mirlu te-long version
of "Living Colour."
When all was said (sung) aIJ.d done
it was 11 p.m. and this reporter was
feeling mighty satisfied.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY
THESE TWO ARE GOING
to GET ALONG ... .

1

JAMIS

WOODS
AS NEW YORK'S
ANGRIEST

COP.
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VAMPIRES

DOORS

mentary glances of a special
FROM PAGE 1
bond between Krieger and
FROM PAGE 2
Morrison, who share at least
strong as Morrison's sup- one alliance in their love for
and to encourage them to
portive friend and key- poetry . .
drink blood to replace what
The woman who struggles
boardist
Ray Manzarek.
they lost from their bleeding.
for
Morrison's love is played
Through
the
course
of
the
Doctors today believe that
by
sweet, innocent Meg
fihn,
Manzarek
loses
faith
in
many so-called vampires
No longer quite so
Ryan.
Morrison
as
he
steps
over
the
were actually victtrp.s of this
line
·
one
too
sweet or inrare blood disorder.
nocent,
many
times.
"The only problem with
The Doors ·
Ryan ·subAs Doors
Santa Carla is all the damn
drummer
merges
hervampires" (from "The Lost
Rated:
R
,
J
o
h
n
self
in
her
Boys").
Densmore,
Starring:
Val
Kilmer,
Meg
role so well
Today, the vampire myth
·
Dillon
bar-·
Ryan
that
she is
is alive and well. Vampire
Director:
Oliver
Stone
bors
the
believable
writer Rice has said that they root for them to turn
Maybe what's · kept the
Producer: Oliver Stone
as Morrivampires are "romantic, en- into a bat and escape un- vampire myth intact for so most resentt
s
o n ·' s
m
e
n
thralling images." In a gen- · harmed. Heck, vampires long is its uncertainty. In
against
Morsmack-adKey:
*Awful
**Poor
***Fair
eration of people dedicated are even better looking than an era in which we can ex****Good *****Excellent
rison, aware
dict, com-·
to youthful appearance and many of us.
plain everything with com·
almost
mo
Ii-law
eternal life, the vampire is
If you don't believe me, puters, the vampire defies
before
their
rising
fame
wife,
Pamela
Courson.
indeed very much at home. . just rent "The Lost Boys," rationality. I guess this just
It is impossible to elaboOnce upon a time, movie_ watch it with a girl and ask goes to prove that a vam- that Morrison's antics would
an
end
somehow
come
to
rate
further on · th~ film
audiences cheered when her if she'd join Keiffer pire's "byte" is more powand
bring
with
them
the
rest
without
commenting on the
the vampire received a Sutherland and the gang erful than a c-omputer's ·
of
the
Doors.
astounding performan~e
stake in the aorta. Now, for a little v~mping.
ever will be.
One of the most effective presented on screen by Val
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-;--~~~~~~, performances is offered by
Kilmer.
Kilmer will, no doubt. ·go
-----------------~---------------, Frank Whaley as guitarist
Robby Krieger. Thete is a down in history as the man
certain affinity between Jim who played Jim Morrison.
·
and Robby;
is be&.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..;;..__!111111_ _ _ _ _ _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--- cause
Robbyperhaps
idolizesithis
in- He has succeeded by not
only portraying- Morrison as
toxicating and excessive we saw him, but he has also
.. friend, and Morrison finds he provided us with a look at
can take advantage of this Jim Morrison's· three types
trait.
of expressions: vacant, inHowever, there are mo- tense and those in-between.

*****
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Grab a bite .
of home cookin!

•
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11 :00 A.M.
Now there's home cookin' worth going

vegetables, mashed potatoes and old-

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS

out for, right in your n.eighborhoog. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,

SUNDAY 281-4438

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

hofT\emade from scratch, creamy banana

find all the good food that gives home

pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

cooking a good name. Like hand-battered,

service and prices will suit your taste, too.

chicken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

so_visit the new home of home cooking in

tender charbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

t;~e

l}lack·eyed pea®
RESTAURANT

Home cookin' worth going out for.SM
3150 University Blvd.
Winter Park, 679-7576
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.

•

Sunday Masses:

•

1501 Alafaya Trail

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
27~-0841

•
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